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NEW Partner for the surgery

Wellbeing Pharmacy
Richmond Surgery
Richmond Close
Fleet, Hants GU52 7US
Mon-Sat 0700-2230
Sun 1000-1700
Tel: 01252 447001
Rowlands Pharmacy
5 Linkway Parade
Courtmoor
Fleet, Hants GU52 7UL
Mon-Thurs 0800-1800
Fri 0830-1800
Sat 0900-1600
Tel: 01252 615582
Boots The Chemist
225 Fleet Road
Fleet
Hants GU51 3BN
Mon-Fri 0830-1830
Sat 0830-1730
Sun 1000-1600
Tel: 01252 613698
Church Crookham Pharmacy
157 Aldershot Road
Church Crookham
Hants GU52 8JS
Mon-Fri 0900-1800
Sat 0900-1200
Tel: 01252 621098
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On 14 October 2013 Dr Karuna
Sharma joined Richmond surgery
as a full Partner.

We are currently in the process
of creating Dr Sharma’s patient
list.

Many of you will already know Dr
Sharma as she has been a locum
GP with Richmond Surgery for
several years and we are thrilled
that she has joined us as a
Partner.

These will be predominantly
made up of Dr Sharp’s patients
who were temporarily cared for by
the other partners whilst waiting
for Dr Sharma to start, plus
others.

How information about you
helps us to provide better care
Confidential information from your medical records can be used by the NHS to
improve the services offered so we can provide the best possible care for everyone.
This information along with your postcode and NHS number but not your name, are
sent to a secure system where it can be linked with other health information.
This allows those planning NHS services or carrying out medical research to use
information from different parts of the NHS in a way which does not identify you.
You have a choice. If you are happy for your information to be used in this way,
you do not have to do anything.
If you have any concerns or wish to prevent this from happening, please speak to
practice staff or ask at Reception for a copy of the leaflet “How information about
you helps us to provide better care”.
More information can be found here www.nhs.uk/caredata
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The Minor Illness Clinic
This clinic is available
every weekday morning EXCEPT Wednesday with our highly
experienced
senior
practice nurse, Lynn
Brock.
Appointments
are
available both on the
day and book ahead
and are more often
more readily available

than with a GP if your
ailment fits the criteria
of a minor illness, such
as:
Coughs/colds
Sore throats,
Tonsillitis
Conjunctivitis
Earaches
Diarrhoea, vomiting
Stomach upsets
Minor cuts, sprains

Minor backaches
All infections
The
nurse
can
arrange a prescription if this is needed.
PLEASE keep our GP
appointments for
serious issues
and illnesses.

Online Services

“We regularly
monitor the level of
users and demand. As
numbers increase we
will increase the level
of appointments and
services available on
line.”

Our online services continue to
work well and we would actively
encourage patients with internet
access to register for this. You may
download registration paperwork
from our website, or speak to our
reception team.
The more
patients that use Online Services,
the easier it will be for our elderly
patients or those without internet
access to get through on the
telephones.
Appointments are released in the
morning BEFORE the telephones
and surgery open.

A proportion of our Book-on-theday appointments are released
online BEFORE the surgery and
phone lines open.
You are also able to book an
appointment in the Minor Illness
Clinic with our Senior Practice
Nurse if you don’t need to see
your GP.
You will also be able to order your
GP approved repeat prescriptions.
Sign up at Reception now!

Order your repeat prescriptions on
line.

NHS email system
From 1 July there will be TWO email addresses for you to contact the
surgery:
Repeat Prescriptions
NEHCCG.RichmondSurgery-scripts@nhs.net
General patient enquiries, notifications of name or address changes etc.
NEHCCG.RichmondSurgery@nhs.net
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Are you aged 65+ and male?
A simple scan can tell you if you have an abdominal aortic aneurysm.
This is an enlargement of the main blood vessel in the abdomen
and if left untreated it can be fatal.
Men aged 65+ are most at risk and will receive an automatic invite,
but all men aged 65+ may self-refer for a scan.
Clinics are held here at Richmond Surgery
For appointments, call the AAA Screening Programme on:

All men invited for screening are
provided with a copy of the national
Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
Screening information leaflet which
provides information about the
condition, the screening programme,
the test and the possible outcomes.
This enables men to make an
informed choice about whether or
not to accept their invitation.
Men who have an aneurysm
detected are also provided with a
specially prepared leaflet about the
condition. They are also given a
phone number for their local
screening centre or vascular unit
which they can contact if they have
further questions following their
results. Men with a small or
medium aneurysm are provided with
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01784 884975

a copy of the Monitoring your
AAA leaflet. Men with a large
aneurysm are provided with a
copy of the Referral for an assessment leaflet.
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Private Minor Surgery
Many minor procedures have
lost NHS funding as they are
deemed a low priority.
However, we appreciate the
importance
of both the
medical and physical benefit
gained by these operations so
we are now offering a private
clinic “Fleet Minor Surgery”
here at Richmond Surgery.

Please speak to a Receptionist
if you would like to make an
appointment with Dr Hatley
for this service.
A list of clinic charges is also
available at Reception.

New number for out of hours help
From
22
January,
patients in this area of
Hampshire have been
able to call just one
number -111, for medical
advice when the surgery
is closed.

…..“ REMEMBER,
there’s 111 to call
when it’s less
urgent than
999”…..

.

The
number
has
replaced the old Out of
Hours number and the
staff on 111 are able to
refer you on to the Out
of Hours team if they
decide that is required.

If you are registered
with us but make your
call from a number
with a prefix different
from “01252”, you will
not be connected. You
should hang up and
redial
01962 718961

Remember:

999 is
reserved for Serious
Life-threatening
Emergencies.

In September 2013 we had a total of
81 missed appointments.
We continue to appeal to our patients to

CANCEL unwanted appointments
with your doctor OR THE NURSE
Another patient will want the appointment
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Whooping Cough cases continue to fall
Latest figures published
by Public Health England (PHE) show a sustained fall in the numbers of whooping cough
cases this year. In England a total of 380 cases
were confirmed in May,
compared to 410 cases
the previous month and
682 in May last year.
Cases of whooping
cough in babies under

one year also remained
low, however PHE immunisation experts are
reminding
pregnant
women of the importance of having the
whooping cough vaccine, especially during
the summer months
when cases of whooping cough are normally
expected to rise. Sadly,
one baby under two
months of age has al-

ready died this year from
the disease.
The DOH vaccination
programme continues
and vaccinations will be
available to pregnant
women between 28 and
38 weeks.
For more information
please speak to your
Midwife, GP or to our
senior practice nurse.

Keep Calm - can you sort it yourself ?
This is a message
that applies all year
round, to people of
all ages.
Let’s keep A&E for
people who really
need it

A
campaign
urging
young people to ‘Keep
calm, can you sort it yourself?’ has won a Bronze
Award in the annual Institute of Practitioners in
Advertising (IPA) Best of
Health Awards. The
IPA Best of Health
Awards showcased the
best in creativity in
healthcare across all
media, with more than
400 entries in this year’s
competition. The IPA is
the professional body
for advertising, media
and marketing communications agencies in
the UK.
NHS North East Hampshire and Farnham Clinical
Commissioning
Group (CCG), worked
with social impact experts
Uscreates in a bid to cut
the number of people
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attending A&E with minor
injury
and
illness. Young people aged
17-24 years helped adapt
the ‘Keep calm’ branding
so that it appealed to the
target age group across a

wide range of media including Facebook, bus
shelter advertising, and a
live event at Princes Mead
shopping centre in Farnborough.
The campaign had backing right across the CCG,

and all 24 GP practices
were involved by either
wearing special t-shirts,
putting up posters and
flyers to create an even
higher awareness of the
brand and campaign.
The goal was simple
– to keep A&E clear
for those who genuinely need urgent
medical help. People
with minor cuts and
grazes,
hangovers,
stomach upsets or
other minor injuries
and illness should
not
go
to
A&E. There are plenty of
alternatives, such as pharmacists, NHS 111 or selfcare.
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Chlamydia Screening
It is vital that 16-24 year olds
have regular chlamydia screening performed.
We are currently running a
campaign to encourage more
patients in this age group to
come to the surgery and
collect a discreet “urine testing
kit”. This is returned to the
surgery for free testing.
As this age group is very “into”

technology we felt the best
method of reaching them
was by text message. If as a
parent you received a text
message about this, it is
probably because your child’s
records still have your
contact numbers recorded.

regular screening.
We welcome any parent
wishing to collect a testing kit
on their behalf.

We hope that as a parent
you will actively encourage
your child/children in this
age group to participate in

Keeping you in touch
We have over 5000 (and rising) patient
email addresses and just as many mobile
telephone numbers as a result of our Vision
Online and text reminder systems.
We believe emails are an excellent way of
keeping our patients well informed of any
new systems, clinics or services that we are
planning and text messages for fast
notifications.

please provide us with your email address
and mobile telephone number.
During July we ran a campaign to update
patient records with email addresses by
using our Text Messaging Service. Patients
were able to simply text a reply giving their
email address. This has proved to be
another valuable new system for our
patients.

If you would like to be kept up to date,

Online Repeat Prescriptions - from 1 March
….“the more patients
who join, the easier it
will be for our elderly
patients or those
without internet
access to contact the
surgery by phone…..”
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The long awaited additional software to facilitate ordering your
GP approved repeat prescriptions online, is now installed.
We went live with this additional service on 1 March 2013 but

you must be registered for Online Services to use the facility.
Please register either by speaking to Reception or by downloading the joining form from our website
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Private Paperwork
GPs are often called upon to
undertake private work such as
insurance reports, medicals
and an assortment of forms
that require completion or
signatures, letters of support or
confirmation. Some of these
can be quite time consuming.
Please remember that first and

foremost, your GP is contracted
to provide a service for the
surgery’s NHS patients.
So, for private work, there will
be a fee (please see
at
Reception, on the website or
the Newsletter folder in the
waiting room) which is payable
in advance, preferably by

Why NHS doctors charge patients
for letters
BBC News – 17 August 2013
You've sorted your flights, hotel and travel
insurance, and dug out the family passports, but
if you are more than 27 weeks pregnant (or look
like you might be), have had an operation
recently or broken a bone, there is an extra bit of
paperwork you need to add to your holiday to-do
list - a letter from your GP to say that you are
medically fit to fly.
It is a requirement of many of the major airlines
and without one, check-in staff can refuse to let
you board your flight. The chances are you will
not even have to visit the surgery but you will
still have to pay for a note from the doctor, who
is allowed to set their own fee. A quick and very
unofficial social media poll revealed charges
ranging from £15 to £40 from respondents
around the UK requiring a basic consent letter
relating to travel plans.
Francesca de Franco paid £20 to her south
London-based doctor when she flew to Italy
while pregnant with twins two years ago. "The
midwife said I might need a letter because I was
quite big," she said. "She confirmed I was good
to fly on the dates I needed and told the GP, who
then sent me a three-sentence letter to confirm
that. The GP didn't even need to see me." Ms de
Franco was surprised to be told she had to pay. "I
don't really see how they justify the cost, £20
seems excessive. It was a very standard letter
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cheque which will be held until the work is completed.
Please allow the doctor plenty
of time to complete this work
for you..

with just dates filled in from the
midwife." Ms de Franco, who runs
parenting website The Parent Social, said that some of her contacts
had been put off by the cost. "One
lady was charged £30 for a letter - ironically her
flights were only £32.99. Another was on a very
tight budget, she said that tipped her over the edge
and she didn't bother going on holiday."
According to the British Medical Association
recommendations, these ladies could have fared
even worse. On its website, the BMA's suggested
guidelines for fees range from £16.50 for a
"straightforward certificate of fact" without an
examination to £124.50 for a "written report without exam, with detailed opinion and statement on
condition of patient" which it advises involves up
to 30 minutes' work.
So what exactly are you paying for?
Dr Peter Holden is a member of the BMA and sits
on the committee which advises GP members
across the UK about setting fees. The reason
patients have to pay is because the NHS will not
cover the cost of this sort of work, he told the BBC.
"The NHS provides general medical services.
Letters for patients for third parties are not a health
service," Dr Holden said. "This is not money into
the doctor's pocket. This is the gross turnover of the
practice. Who's going to pay the secretary to type
the letter? Who's going to pay the receptionist to
sort it out?"

Richmond Surgery

Cont.

The GP is the only member of staff in the practice
who generates external income, whether from the
NHS or private sources, he added. "Anything you do
that is not part of the NHS, you have to recuperate
your time and your overheads from somewhere there is only one place and that is from the patient."
Dr Holden said it is widely accepted that a GP needs
to earn a gross pay of "over £200 an hour" to keep a
surgery open, and that writing even a short letter is
not as straightforward as it may appear. "What
people forget is even for a one-liner the General
Medical Council requires we verify that what we say
and sign is true. That means a trawl through the notes
to confirm that it's true. That takes time. The
production of a one-liner can easily take 20 minutes,"
he said.

However Dr Holden did acknowledge that some
doctors do charge too much, and blamed the
introduction of the 1998 Competition Act for
creating a "free for all". "Some doctors will be very
reasonable and one or two will be overstepping the
mark and I do not condone that," he said. "When the
Competition Act came in, we said this would cause
this kind of problem. The fact is the government
said 'no, it has to be free for all'.
BBC News – 17 August 2013

When do you need a letter to fly?
You may be asked for proof you are medically fit to fly if:
You're pregnant
You've recently had an operation
You have a plaster cast for a broken bone (you will need to have the cast split as
well in case of swelling)
You have visible signs of illness but are not contagious (such as chicken pox)
You've been somewhere where there's been an outbreak of a contagious illness
You're travelling to a country which requires a vaccination certificate (such as
Brazil or Kenya)
Source: ABTA

Staff News
We were very sorry to say goodbye to Vera Gray, who retired from the surgery in September. Vera was an extremely professional
and talented medical secretary. She worked with us for 10 years and will be missed very much by all the staff and Partners.
We wish her all the very best for the future, but she has promised to assist whenever possible during holiday periods.
Our new medical secretary Lisa Jasnocha O’Ceallaigh joined the practice in October 2013. Lisa has previously
worked in corporate media and the legal sector. She has an adventurous family and so when not trying a new
activity with them she likes to unwind by dressmaking, gardening or riding her motorbike.
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Protect yourself - protect others
You may have noticed that we have
recently installed several extra hand
sanitisers in the surgery.
We would encourage you to use
these at every opportunity as they
not only prevent YOU from passing
on bacteria or infection but it helps
protect you from picking up bacteria
or infection from others.
Many patients have commented that
they see so few patients using these
sanisiters.
People mostly visit the surgery
because they feel unwell; do you use
the self check-in screen? Imagine
how many potential germs are

passed from just that screen, every
day. It isn't practical for the surgery to
wipe the screen after every use, so
think “self preservation” and protect
yourself by using the hand sanitiser positioned right next to the screen immediately after use!
Instant action - it starts working
immediately to rapidly kill bacteria,
yeasts and moulds
Quick drying - dries in approximately 30 seconds to leave the
skin sanitised and pleasantly conditioned
Non-irritant, dermatologically tests
the formula has been tested to
prove it is.

Flu Clinics - an appointment is required for all clinics
If you are eligible for a free vaccine and you
have not yet booked your flu jab, there are
still some appointments available.
BOOK NOW …
Vaccinations are offered each year commencing
approximately September/October to all patients
over the age of 65 and other ‘at risk’ patients. You do not have to wait until you hear
from the surgery if you know you qualify.
For the 2013 flu vaccine programme, all children
aged 2 and 3 years old will also be offered the
flu vaccine.
Flu clinics are held during available nursing
hours, together with some Saturday mornings
during the height of the vaccine season.
Private flu clinics are also available. Our nurses
will attend your place of work, group or
school. Please speak to the Practice Manager
for more information and costs.
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Reminders to those eligible for the free vaccine
were issued where possible during in September/October by way of the very successful text
message, voice message and email notification
methods used last year.

PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP
RECENT SUGGESTIONS AND PPG REPLY
The following are suggestions/requests posted to the PPG’s suggestion box at Richmond Surgery
Please repaint the
disabled parking
bays, is getting a
problem to park.

Disabled signs have been erected at bays,
lines will be repainted once renovation
works have been completed.

Receptionists have a very
difficult job to do and have to
deal with all sorts of emotions
and situations. May I suggest
you read the article about
receptionists on the web site, page
3 under NEWS. This is also shown
below as a separate article.

Would the receptionist smile
more? They look so serious and
flustered that it sets a downbeat
atmosphere in the reception
area! doesn’t cost anything and
it would make people’s lives
much better.

Two points raised by a patient:

Still can never
see any tissues!
area
effective!

Sadly, every time a box of
tissues is put in the waiting
it disappears. This is not cost

Patient Participation
Group
This is made up of a wide cross section from the
patients in the surgery. They meet with the Doctors
and Practice Manager for an hour and half, every six
weeks to discuss matters relating to NHS and surgery
changes.
The group currently has a full complement but Rikki
Willis maintains a Waiting List of interested people.
If you are interested in learning more, please either
speak to your GP or contact the Chairman Rikki Willis,
on her email.
rikki.willis@btopenworld.com

Not very helpful for the recommendation that the “patient ring
reception” for the solution to why
reception is phoning to say an
appointment is being changed. A
simple “the nurse is on holiday” or
“your medicine is not available
yet” might allay fees.

The following is an excerpt
from the Daily Mail's 3rd
January 2012 Good Health

The practice is guided by
strict Data Confidentiality
rules to ensure privacy and
confidentiality is maintained
at all times. An answerphone
is not secure therefore only a
simple message requesting a
named patient call back can
be left.

There is a stereotype of GP receptionists as dragons behind a desk unsmiling individuals with a curt manner and an apparent determination to be anything but helpful. But in fact their detached manner is
not intended to intimidate or belittle patients; it's actually a form of
protection, to help them avoid emotional burn out.

In the space of just seconds, the receptionist is presented
with sorrow, happiness and anger. It is impossible and,
indeed, would be unhelpful for the receptionist to
empathise or mirror all these emotions. He or she must
remain in control of their own feelings and those of their
patients. A technique they use to do this is to remain
neutral in the face of sometimes extreme emotions.
Another challenge they face is being caught in between
patients and doctors.

I discovered this after my colleague Dr Robert McMurray from
Durham University and I were embedded with surgery receptionists
over a 3 year period. We observed 30 receptionists at work in 3
surgeries. As specialists in analysing people's emotional responses
to different situations, we were intrigued to observe receptionists'
unique way of handling themselves.

When a patient called asking for an emergency
appointment that day for a child's ear infection, I watched
as the receptionist relayed this to the doctor. However,
the doctor told her it could wait until the next day. The
receptionist then had the difficult task of telling this to the
patient. The result was an angry altercation.

We came to realise this was an emotionally demanding job receptionists can see up to 70 patients a day and their apparent lack
of feeling provides a shield against emotional exhaustion.

Despite all this, there is little appreciation of the emotional
strain placed on GPs' receptionist......yet they are the
stitching that holds a surgery together...... There is the
misconception that receptionists do nothing more than
answer the phone and type names into a computer. In
fact, as our research shows, the job requires a high
degree of emotional awareness and maturity.

Viewpoint by Dr Jenna Ward

The following was a common scenario; a queue of 6 people wait to
speak to the receptionist on the other side of the glass window. The
first, an elderly woman tearfully registering the death of her
husband. Next, a smiling mum, here for her bouncing baby son's
check-up. Meanwhile, the phone is constantly ringing and the
receptionist knows that she needs to answer the phone to a patient,
who is likely to be unwell and quite probably annoyed about having to
wait so long.
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And so the next time you are presented with a sour face
at your surgery reception desk, just remember that they
do really care.
The full article is available from Daily Mail archives.

Newsletter

RCGP speaks out on ‘random’ health screening for 40+
The Royal College of General Practi-

Chair Dr Clare Gerada said: "GPs

tioners has responded to the findings

already do a lot of work to prevent

from the Nordic Cochrane Centre that

patients developing diseases by

mass screening programmes do not

carrying out checks such as blood

bring "any beneficial effects and are

pressure as part of the routine GP

likely to lead to unnecessary diagno-

appointment. This is opportunistic

ses and treatments".

screening and GPs will also talk with
their patients about potential risk
factors.”

Separately, the government has
responded

to

criticism

of

the

scheme citing evidence for the effectiveness of health checks in preventing heart attacks, strokes and
premature deaths and their role in
detecting thousands of undiagnosed
cases of diabetes and kidney disease.

Longer waiting times for GP appointments predicted
Longer waiting times for GP
appointments predicted as
concerned GPs raise fears about
the impact of cuts for patient
care
RCGP Publication: 17 August 2013

Over 70% of GPs are forecasting
longer waiting times for GP
appointments within the next two
years - as nearly half (47%)
reveal that they have cut back on
the range of services they provide
for their patients.
In the latest survey by the Royal
College of General Practitioners
(RCGP) highlighting the growing
crisis in general practice, more
than 80% of respondents said that
they now have insufficient
resources to provide high quality
patient care. As well as the
reduction in patient services, 39%
of respondents to the ComRes
poll also said they had cut
practice staff and over half had
experienced difficulty recruiting
and retaining GPs.
Worryingly, 4 in 5 GPs were
concerned that it will become
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increasingly difficult to deliver
continuity of care to vulnerable
elderly people, which has been
highlighted as a priority by the
English Health Secretary Jeremy
Hunt. And 72% of GPs in
England said that the amount of
time they are able to spend on
frontline patient care has been
reduced as a result of the new
clinical commissioning responsibilities they have been given.
The RCGP is now calling on all 4
Governments across the UK for
an emergency package of
additional investment for general
practice - before there are
disastrous
consequences
for
patients.
Dr Clare Gerada, Chair of the
RCGP, said: "The results of our
survey paint a bleak picture for
patients, the profession and the
future of general practice. GPs are
grappling with a 'double whammy' of spiralling workloads and
dwindling resources, and big
cracks are now starting to appear
in the care and services that we
can deliver for our patients. We
are particularly concerned about
the effect this is having, and will

continue to have, on waiting times
for GP appointments. We fully
understand that patients are already
frustrated - and GPs are doing their
best to improve access to appointments - but the profession is now at
breaking point and we do not have
the capacity to take on any more
work, without the extra funding and
resources to back it up.
GPs
currently make 90% of patient
contacts for only 9% of the NHS
budget in England. Some GPs are
making up to 60 patient contacts in
a single day, which is not safe, for
patients or GPs. We are working
our hardest to make sure that
patients are not affected but the
status quo is no longer an option.
We must have an emergency
package of additional investment
for general practice to protect GP
services and protect our patients
from even deeper cuts to their care
and longer waiting times."
Dr Gerada added: "General practice
is the most cost-effective and
efficient arm of the health service GPs keep the rest of the NHS stable
and secure. Once general practice
starts to crumble, the entire NHS
will follow with disastrous
consequences for our patients”.
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Shingles Vaccine
A vaccine to prevent shingles, a
common, painful skin disease is
now available on the NHS to
people in their 70s.
The shingles vaccine is given as a
single injection for anyone aged
70 or 79. Unlike the flu jab, you'll
only need to have the vaccination
once.
The vaccine is expected to reduce
your risk of getting shingles. If
you are unlucky enough to go on
to have the disease, your
symptoms may be milder and the
illness shorter. Shingles can be
very painful and uncomfortable.
Some people are left with pain
lasting for years after the initial
rash has healed. And shingles is
fatal for around 1 in 1,000 over70s who develop it.
It's fine to have the shingles
vaccine if you've already had
shingles. The shingles vaccine
works very well in people who
have had shingles before and it
will boost your immunity against
further shingles attacks.

September 1 2013.
If you were aged 70 or 79 on
September 1 2013 but become 71 or
80 before attending for vaccination,
you will still be able to have the
shingles vaccine.
If you are aged 71 to 78 on September
1 2013, your next opportunity to have
the shingles vaccine will be after
you have reached the age of 79.
The brand name of the shingles
vaccine given in the UK is Zostavax.

Can I have the shingles
vaccination privately?
The shingles jab is available privately
for anyone over the age of 50. It's
expensive and in very short supply,
though, so you may have to wait.
Expect to pay between £100 and
£200. Your GP can advise on whether
it's safe for you to have, but you may
need to visit a private clinic to arrange
this.

What is shingles?
Shingles, also known as herpes
zoster, is a painful skin rash
caused by the reactivation of the
chickenpox virus (varicellazoster virus) in people who have
previously had chickenpox. It
begins with a burning sensation
in the skin, followed by a rash of
very painful fluid-filled blisters
that can then burst and turn into
sores before healing. Often an
area on just one side of the body
is affected, usually the chest but
sometimes the head, face and
eye.

Who can have the
shingles vaccination?
Shingles vaccination is offered
routinely as part of the NHS
vaccination programme for
people aged 70 or 79. The first
people to have the vaccine will
be those aged 70 or 79 on
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How is the shingles vaccine
given?
As an injection into the upper arm.

How does the
vaccine work?

shingles

The vaccine contains a weakened
chickenpox virus (varicella-zoster
virus). It's similar, but not identical
to, the chickenpox vaccine.
Very occasionally, people
have developed a chickenpox-like
illness followi ng shi ngles
vaccination (fewer than 1 in 10,000
individuals).

How long will the shingles
vaccine protect me for?
It's difficult to be precise, but
research to date suggests the shingles
vaccine will protect you for at least
three years, probably longer.

How safe is the shingles
vaccine?
There is lots of evidence showing
that the new shingles vaccine is very
safe. It's already been used in several
countries, including the US and
Canada, and no safety concerns have
been raised. The vaccine also has few
side effects.

How is shingles spread?
You don't "catch" shingles – it comes
on when there's a reawakening of
chickenpox virus that's already in
your body. The virus can be
reactivated because of advancing
age, medication, illness or stress and
so on. Anyone who has had chickenpox can get shingles. It's estimated
that around one in five people who
have had chickenpox go on to
develop shingles.
People tend to get shingles more
often as they get older, especially
over the age of 70. And the older
you are, the worse it can be. The
shingles rash can be extremely painful, such that sufferers can't even
bear the feeling of their clothes
touching the affected skin.
The pain of shingles can also linger
long after the rash has disappeared,
even for many years. This lingering
pain is called postherpetic neuralgia
(PHN).

Article from: www.nhs.uk
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Complementary Therapies
Kipp Clark

Fleet Acupuncture &
Wellness

Advanced Massage Therapist
Kipp incorporates a wide variety of
therapies and specialises in the treatment
of chronic pain. He also offers

Judy Shipway
Acupuncturist

Sports Injury Treatment
Thai & Eastern massage techniques
Reflexology

Experience an effective natural and
safe way to restore and sustain
good health and wellbeing.

Kipp is available at the Surgery on
Tuesdays, Please contact him on

07769 666448

Acupuncture now available at the
surgery. Contact Judy on
07985765612 or see website

or email

kclark@altonadvancedbodywork.co.uk
www.altonadvancedbodywork.co.uk

www.fleetacupuncture.co.uk

Fleet
Minor Surgery

Whitewater Clinic
Chartered Physiotherapist
Podiatrist Sports Masseur
Available at the Surgery
appointments available
every day during the week.
Tel: 07890 388937
www.whitewaterclinic.co.uk

Minor surgery is available at the
surgery on a private basis where the
surgery is performed by Dr Ed Hatley.
The following procedures are
available:
Cryotherapy
Cauterisation
Skin tag removal
Wart and mole removal
Ingrowing toenail
Steroid joint injection
Histopathology
A price list is available at Reception.
To book a consultation
please call 01252 811466

The Odiham Clinic
Offers a range of treatments
Osteopathy - Christina Hood
Hypnotherapy - Gary Cole
Counselling - Aileen George
Please see their leaflets and business
cards in our waiting area.
Contact The Odiham Clinic on
01252 459040
To arrange treatment at the surgery
www.theodihamclinic.co.uk

Do you have a local business?
Advertise with us
...if you would like to promote your business on our new Digital
Information Service in the waiting room, please contact Donna Brennan
our Practice Manager for more information and the advertising rates.
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